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Artificial Intelligence

What is intelligence?
“intelligence is the rate at which a 
learner turns its experience and priors 
into new skills at valuable tasks that 
involve uncertainty and adaptation.”

François Chollet, Google

The Turing Test 

1950
Can you tell if you are chatting
with a machine or a human?  

Two aims:
Mimic humans vs 
more rational?



Chat GPT: the AI Chat Bot in the news
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Some examples of AI & ML In healthcare

• Scientific AI 
• new scientific discoveries

• enhance understanding

• Natural Language Processing
• patient chatbots

• unify patient records
• extract data

• help patients

• redact confidential information

• Precision Medicine
• Custom treatments for the individual

• Computer Vision
• detect tumors / lesions

• Physician Guidance

Proponents believe this is just the beginning: that 
generative AI will reorient the way we work and engage 
with the world, unlock creativity and scientific discoveries,



How does machine learning work?

Remember fitting a line to data?

You had to find the “best”
slope and intercept.

… only useful if the data
naturally falls on a line.

How can you be more fancy?



How does machine learning work?

How can you be more fancy?
• Try using curves instead of lines?
• Add more variables?

Find Center and Radius

Find Position of Plane



How does machine learning work?

data f(data)

parameters are learned to approximation f(data)



Example: Apples and Bananas

• Suppose you have all kinds of apples, and you record various values 
such as the RGB coordinates of color, some numerical value of 
roundness.  Label them with the number 1.

• Do the same for the bananas.  Label with the number 2.

1
2

A neural network will create a function that tries to match these and make predictions.



but what about science?
Scientific Machine Learning is model-
based data-efficient machine learning

How do we simultaneously use both sources of knowledge?

Good 
Predictions

Sci-ML ecosystem



The next buzz for physical models
Differentiable Simulation: 
What is it? What can it do?

(advanced machine learning at MIT)

Technology 
breakthrough for 
science:



30

Advanced Machine Learning at MIT

• Current machine learning is often about big data
• We have made advances bring in human intuition, 

experience, and models.
• Approach: Replace the ignorant h.(Wx+b) methodology with 

an encoding of human based models.
• Creation of Surrogate Models and insertion inside the neural 

network.



Universal (Approximator) Differential Equations

Rackauckas, Christopher, Yingbo Ma, 
Julius Martensen, Collin Warner, Kirill 
Zubov, Rohit Supekar, Dominic Skinner, Ali 
Ramadhan, and Alan Edelman. "Universal 
differential equations for scientific 
machine learning." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2001.04385 (2020).



Universal ODE -> Internal Sparse Regression is the 
best

Sparse Identification on only the missing term
Operation[u₂ * 0.10234428543435758 + u₁ * u₂ * 0.11371750552005416 + 

u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * 0.12635459799855597] of u=(S/N,I,D/N)

Replace 
Unknown 
Portion

Replace 
Unknown 
Portion

improves generalizability!



Directly wired
To c-calls

Technology and smarts inside:
Multiple Dispatch
Type System
Composable Constructions
Abstractions, etc. 



We are not even close to the possibilities
of AI & ML. 
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